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Molecular characterizations of hepatocellular carcinoma have indicated frequent allelic losses on chromo-
somes 4q, 8p, 16q and 17p, where the minimal deleted regions have been further defined on 4q12–q23, 4q31–
q35, 8p21–p22, 16q12.1–q23.1 and 17p13. Despite these regions are now well-recognized in early liver
carcinogenesis, few underlying candidate genes have been identified. In an effort to define affected genes
within common deleted loci of hepatocellular carcinoma, we conducted transcriptional mapping by high-
resolution cDNA microarray analysis. In 20 hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines and 20 primary tumors studied,
consistent downregulations of novel transcripts were highlighted throughout the entire genome and within
sites of frequent losses. The array-derived candidates including fibrinogen gamma peptide (FGG, at 4q31.3),
vitamin D binding protein (at 4q13.3), fibrinogen-like 1 (FGL1, at 8p22), metallothionein 1G (MT1G, at 16q12.2)
and alpha-2-plasmin inhibitor (SERPINF2, at 17p13) were confirmed by quantitative reverse transcription–
polymerase chain reaction, which also indicated a more profound downregulation of FGL1, MT1G and
SERPINF2 relative to reported tumor-suppressor genes, such as DLC1 (8p22), E-cadherin (16q22.1) and TP53
(17p13.1). In primary hepatocellular carcinoma examined, a significant repression of MT1G by more than 100-
fold was indicated in 63% of tumors compared to the adjacent nonmalignant liver (P¼ 0.0001). Significant
downregulations of FGG, FGL1 and SERPINF2 were also suggested in 30, 23 and 33% of cases, respectively,
compared to their nonmalignant counterparts (Po0.016). In summary, transcriptional mapping by microarray
indicated a number of previously undescribed downregulated genes in hepatocellular carcinoma, and
highlighted potential candidates within common deleted regions.
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Hepatocellular carcinoma currently ranks the fifth
most common malignancy worldwide.1,2 It carries a
high cancer morbidity and mortality because by the
time of clinical presentation, more than 80% of
patients are at the advance inoperable stage.2,3 The
low efficacy of current screening regime by serum
alpha-fetoprotein measurements and transabdom-
inal ultrasound imaging has rendered most patients
not being diagnosed in time for curative surgery.

Thus, underpinning the genetic events associated
with hepatocellular carcinoma is expected to im-
prove our understanding on liver carcinogenesis
and also potentially provide biomarkers that are of
diagnosis and prognostic values.

Molecular studies using loss of heterozygosity
analysis and comparative genomic hybridization
have revealed recurrent chromosomal changes in
hepatocellular carcinoma including losses on 1p,
4q, 6q, 8p, 11q, 13q, 16q and 17p.4–6 As diminutions
on 4q, 8p, 16q and 17p have been described in the
nontumorous cirrhotic nodules and early preneo-
plastic liver dysplasia, these changes have been
further implicated in the early carcinogenetic events
of hepatocellular carcinoma.4–6 It has been long
recognized that delineation of the smallest over-
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lapping regions in nonrandom genomic regions
holds value in defining critical loci that are likely
to harbor causative tumor-suppressor or proto-
oncogene(s). In the case of hepatocellular carcino-
ma, only few tumor-suppressor genes have been
described to the smallest overlapping regions. For
example, deleted in liver cancer 1 (DLC1) on 8p21–
p22,7 E-cadherin (CDH1) on 16q12.1–q23.18 and
tumor protein p53 (TP53) on 17p13.9 Candidate
genes in the smallest overlapping regions 4q12–
q2310 and 4q31–q35, on the other hands, remains
undescribed.11,12 As regions of aberrant genomic
loci can harbor more than one tumor-related genes,
such as RASSF1A, MLH1, TGFBR2 and BLU on
chromosome 3p21,13–16 the existence of more
than one tumor-suppressor gene within common
deleted sites of hepatocellular carcinoma cannot be
ruled out.

The microarray technology has greatly facilitated
the investigation of whole genome expression
analysis. Large-scale transcriptional profiling has
so far been reported in multiple cancers including
hepatocellular carcinoma.17–20 With regard to hepato-
cellular carcinoma, most microarray studies have
emphasized on determining the profiles that allow
differentiation of stepwise progressions from the
preneoplastic lesions and in defining expression
patterns associated with clinical subsets such as the
prediction of drug resistance.21 Information on gene
expression changes within regions of aberrant
genomic loci, on the other hand, has been minimal.
In this study, we have attempted to delineate the
deregulated transcripts in regional imbalances of
hepatocellular carcinoma, and especially in com-
mon deletions that have been described in the early
carcinogenetic events. A detail investigation was
undertaken using a high-resolution 19K cDNA
microarray that allowed an average mapping resolu-
tion of B162 kb throughout the whole genome. Our
array study examined a large panel of hepatocellular
carcinoma cell lines that included early passages of
hepatocellular carcinoma cultures and established
cell lines. Analysis of cell lines can potentially
increase detection sensitivity by minimizing second-
ary effects of the tumor microenvironments. How-
ever, despite cell lines represent a homogenous
population of malignant hepatocytes; induced
gene expressions from prolonged in vitro culture
might correspond to a major inadequacy in
identifying representative genes. To compensate
for this potential limitation, we have also exa-
mined a cohort of primary hepatocellular carcinoma
tumors, which is expected to provide representative
results of clinical situation. Consistent downregu-
lated transcripts found in both cell lines and tumors
that were assigned to regions of deletion hotspots
were further subjected to quantitative reverse tran-
scription–polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) vali-
dations. Results obtained were also compared to
recognize tumor-suppressor genes such as DLC1,
CDH1 and TP53.

Materials and methods

Cell Lines

Seven hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines, Hep3B,
PLC/PRF/5, SNU387, SNU398, SNU423, SNU449
and SNU475, were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, USA).
According to recommendations, Hep3B and PLC/
PRF/5 were cultured in DMEM medium containing
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100 IU/ml
penicillin and 100U/ml streptomycin (Gibco BRL,
Grand Island, NY, USA), while SNU387, SNU398,
SNU423, SNU449, SNU475 were maintained in
RPMI median containing 10% FBS and 100 IU/ml
penicillin and 100U/ml streptomycin (Gibco BRL).
Thirteen hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines (HKCI-
1 to 10, and -C1 to C3) were established from our
laboratory, eight of which HKCI-1, -2, -3, -4, -5 and
HKCI-C1, -C2 and -C3 have been previously re-
ported.22–25 Using the same methodology described,22–24

we have newly established five additional cell lines
(HKCI-6, -7, -8, -9 and -10). The early passages 20–25
of the HKCI series of cell lines were utilized in the
microarray study. These cell lines were maintained
in complete medium containing RPMI 1640 gluta-
max with HEPES buffer supplemented with 10%
FBS, 100 IU/ml penicillin, 100U/ml streptomycin,
10 ng/ml selenium, 10 mg/ml transferrin and 10 mg/
ml insulin. All cultures were maintained in a
humidified incubator at 371C in an atmosphere of
5% CO2.

Patients

Tumorous liver tissue was collected from 38 patients
(aged 24–78 years, 84% male) who underwent
curative surgery for hepatocellular carcinoma at
the Prince of Wales Hospital, Hong Kong. A
corresponding adjacent nonmalignant liver tissue
was secured for 30 patients. Informed consent was
obtained from each patient recruited. Patients were
predominantly hepatitis B carriers (95%) with
underlying liver cirrhosis indicated in 84% of cases.
According to the American Joint Committee on
Cancer tumor staging criteria,26 one case was graded
as stage I, 20 cases as stage II, 11 as stage III and six
as stage IV.

Microarray analysis was conducted on 20 hepato-
cellular carcinoma tumors, of which retrievable
tumor RNA from 12 cases was further utilized in
qRT-PCR validations. An additional 18 cases was
further investigated by qRT-PCR, totaling 30 paired
cases being assessed for the array-derived candidate
genes.

Microarray Analysis

The expression array experiments were carried out
according to the method previously described from
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our laboratory.25 Briefly, 10mg of Trizol extracted
total RNA from cell lines and primary tumors was
reverse-transcribed by AncT mRNA primer using
Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA). A pool of three normal liver
samples was used as reference purchased from three
different companies (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA;
Strategene, La Jolla, CA, USA; CloneTech, Pale Alto,
CA, USA). Following fluorescence labeling of the
transcribed cDNAs with Cy5-dCTP or Cy3-dCTP, the
labeled cDNAs were mixed with calf thymus DNA,
poly(dA), and yeast tRNA in Dighyb buffer (Roche
Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) and hybridized
onto cDNA microarray slides (Ontario Cancer
Institute, Toronto, Canada). The 19K cDNA micro-
array employed contains 19 008 sequence-verified
human genes and EST sequences that allowed an
average resolution of B162 kb throughout the
genome. Hybridization was carried out at 371C for
16h. Following posthybridization washes in 1�
SCC/0.1%SDS at 501C, Cy5 and Cy3 hybridized
signals were captured by ScanArray 5000 (GSI
Lumonics, Packard BioScience, Pangbourne, UK).
Raw images acquired were analyzed and quantified
by the GenePix Pro 4.0 (Axon, Union City, CA, USA).
Custom software Normalize Suite v1.56 was used for
normalization of Cy3 and Cy5 intensities, data
combination of dye swap experiments and integra-
tion of signal ratios determined with physical map
locations of cDNAs in sequential order of megabase
distances (http://www.utoronto.ca/cancyto/).27

qRT-PCR

Trizol extracted total RNA from cell lines, primary
hepatocellular carcinoma and adjacent nonmalig-
nant liver tissues was subjected to DNase treatment
to eliminate possible carryover of genomic DNA.
Control experiments by minus-RT–PCR were also
performed to ensure RNA quality. First-strand cDNA
was prepared from 2 mg total RNA using random
hexanucleotide primer and MultiScribe reverse
transcriptase (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA). Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed in
triplicate assays using the TaqMan Universal Master
Mix (Applied Biosystems). TaqMan assays targeting
vitamin D binding protein precursor (GC, Hs00
167096_m1), alpha-2-plasmin inhibitor (SERPINF2,
Hs00168686_m1), deleted in liver cancer 1 (DLC1,
Hs00183436_m1), E-cadherin (CDH1, Hs00170423
_m1) fibrinogen-like 1 (FGL1, Hs00189514_m1),
tumor protein p53 (TP53, Hs00153349_m1) and
fibrinogen gamma peptide (FGG, Hs00241038_m1)
were acquired (Applied Biosystems). TaqMan
probes and primers for metallothionein 1G (MT1G)
(GenBank accession number NM_005950) was de-
signed using the Primer Express V2.0 software
(forward primer 50-TGCCGCTAGGTGTCT-30, reverse
primer 50-CGATGCCCCTTTGCAGAT-30, MGB probe
50 FAM-CTGTGCCAAGTGTGC-30). TaqMan gene

expression assay for 18 s rRNA (Hs99999901_s1)
was used as endogenous control. The two steps PCR
conditions were 2min at 501C, 10min at 951C, 45
cycles with 30 s at 951C, and 1min at 551C. The
amplification for the predesign assays was per-
formed for 45 cycles with denaturation at 941C for
30 s, annealing at 601C for 1min. The emission
intensity was detected by the iCycler detection
system (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA).
Relative quantification values expressed as thresh-
old cycle (Ct) were averaged and subsequently
used to determine the relative expression ratios
between cases. The median gene expressions of 8
normal livers were used for comparison. A no
template negative control was also included in each
experiment.

Statistical Analysis

The differences in gene expression levels between
hepatocellular carcinoma tumors and surrounding
nonmalignant livers were analyzed by the Wilcoxon
signed rank test. The statistical significance between
tumor stages was measured by the Mann–Whitney
U-test. All analysis was performed with Prism
software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA,
USA). A P-value less than 0.05 was considered
significant.

Results

Downregulated Genes in Deletion Hotspots

Gene expression profiling in primary tumors and
cell lines indicated deregulated transcripts through-
out the whole genome. Remarkably, profound
repressions of distinct genes were indicated in
common regions of allelic losses. Upregulated
expressions, on the other hand, were less prominent
and often associated with a high background-
to-noise ratio. In 20 cell lines, 131 transcripts
were found to be commonly downregulated,
whereas frequent downregulations of 126 genes
were suggested in 20 hepatocellular carcinoma
tumors examined. To further define important
genes, concordant transcripts that were repressed
in both primary tumors and cell lines were scored.
Using a median cutoff threshold of 43-fold reduc-
tion and an occurrence of 450%, 35 common
candidate genes were indicated in both series
(Table 1).

Alignment of cytogenetic information with ex-
pression profiling suggested the 35 genes located on
27 subchromosomal regions (Table 1). In particular,
five genes resided within the deletion hotspots that
have implicated in the early carcinogenetic events of
hepatocellular carcinoma (Figure 1). These being
vitamin D binding protein (GC) within smallest
overlapping region 4q12–q23, fibrinogen gamma
peptide (FGG) in 4q31–q35, FGL1 in 8p21–p22,
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metallothionein 1G (MT1G) in 16q12.1–q23.1 and
alpha-2-plasmin inhibitor (SERPINF2) in 17p13. A
parallel comparative genomic hybridization analysis
on 20 hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines indicated
regional losses of 4q12–q23 and 4q31–q35 in 55%
(11/20 cell lines) and 75% (15/20 cell lines) of cases,
respectively. Regional chromosomal loss at 8p21–
p22 was found in 45% of cases (9/20 cell lines),
whereas deletions on both 16q12–q23 and 17p13
were suggested in 30% (6/20 cell lines). A con-
cordant downregulation of candidate genes and
regional loss in cell lines was suggested in 65% for
FGG, 45% for GC and FGL1, 27% for MT1G and
25% for SERPINF2.

Validation in Cell Lines and Tumors

The mRNA levels of GC, FGG, FGL1, MT1G and
SERPINF2 were verified using the same array
studied cell lines and 12 of the primary hepatocel-
lular carcinomas. Although downregulations of
DLC1, CDH1 and TP53 were not suggested from
our array analysis, due to their reported tumor-
suppressive role and their localization in the
smallest overlapping regions, the mRNA expression
levels of these genes were also investigated by
qRT-PCR (Table 2). With the exception of DLC1
and CDH1, a repressed gene expression relative
to pooled normal livers was confirmed in the

Table 1 Common downregulated genes in hepatocellular carcinoma tumors and cell lines from transcriptional profiling

Cytoband Accession
no.

Name Symbol 20 Tumors 20 Cell lines

Median fold
reduction

Percentage
cases Z

3-fold (%)

Median fold
reduction

Percentage
cases Z

3-fold (%)

1p13.3 W91952 Vav 3 oncogene VAV3 3.50 53 3.48 67
1p12 BI918353 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-

Coenzyme A synthase 2
HMGCS2 3.59 60 6.89 80

1q42.2 H22747 Angiotensinogen AGT 4.10 55 9.20 75
2p24.1 BG566740 Apolipoprotein B APOB 3.59 60 3.24 50
2p22.2 W01373 CCAAT/enhancer binding

protein zeta
CEBPZ 4.28 60 3.76 75

3p24.2 W16685 N-glycanase 1 NGLY1 4.01 68 3.15 60
3q21.3 H71112 MCM2 minichromosome

maintenance deficient 2
MCM2 4.70 65 5.58 74

3q24–q25.1 H86642 Ceruloplasmin CP 6.35 75 12.25 95
3q25.1 T83911 Transmembrane 4 superfamily

member 4
TM4SF4 3.30 56 3.35 53

3q25.32 W17370 G elongation factor,
mitochondrial 1

GFM1 5.08 77 28.71 100

*4q13.3 R88884 Vitamin D binding protein GC 7.37 74 10.15 67
*4q31.3 BG616563 Fibrinogen gamma chain FGG 11.79 93 52.54 100
4q32.1 H38897 Tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase TDO2 3.06 50 4.56 67
5p13.2 T96003 LMBR1 domain containing 2 LMBRD2 4.91 94 6.63 100
6p21.33 T87339 Apolipoprotein M APOM 3.11 50 5.12 68
6p12.2 BE796134 Glutathione S-transferase A2 GSTA2 4.00 67 6.36 95
7p15.3 R69654 Oxysterol binding protein-like 3 OSBPL3 7.52 65 3.51 50
7q22.1 R96774 Cytochrome P450, family 3,

subfamily A, polypeptide 7
CYP3A7 5.85 56 13.87 92

*8p22–p21.3 BG618635 Fibrinogen-like 1 FGL1 4.31 53 10.88 80
8q12.1 BM925604 RAB2, member RAS oncogene

family
RAB2 3.33 62 3.16 55

10q26.3 T97051 Mitochondrial short-chain
enoyl-coenzyme A

ECHS1 3.58 63 3.06 58

11p15.4 H12367 Beta globin HBB 5.44 74 7.64 93
11p15.1 H45773 Serum amyloid A2 SAA1 3.10 55 3.77 65
12q13.3 R35197 Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase RODH 5.02 58 12.31 95
12q21.33 R87181 Decorin DCN 7.30 75 13.21 77
12q24.13 BM805738 Serine dehydratase SDS 6.48 69 8.34 90
14q12 N46702 Syntaxin binding protein 6 STXBP6 3.56 64 3.49 57
*16q12.2 H57208 Metallothionein 1G MT1G 9.29 75 3.10 60
*17p13.3 H69261 Alpha-2-plasmin inhibitor SERPINF2 4.71 55 7.69 90
17q11.2 H29155 Vitronectin VTN 11.96 75 7.23 78
17q23.2 BM471342 Myotubularin related protein 4 MTMR4 7.17 93 5.45 80
18q12.1 H25541 Ring finger protein 138 RNF138 12.15 68 7.55 95
19q13.33 R08306 Activating transcription factor 5 ATF5 5.21 65 5.36 80
20p12.3 W91932 Proliferating cell nuclear antigen PCNA 3.34 57 4.09 67
20q11.23 H24115 Transglutaminase 2 TGM2 4.66 70 3.01 53

*Bold represents candidate genes identified within the common deleted regions of hepatocellular carcinoma.
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majority of specimens examined (Table 2). A down-
regulation of FGG was suggested in 60% of cases
at 0.50-fold (o0.01–3.57) (median, quartiles) and
FGL1 in 53% at 0.68-fold (o0.01–14.36). Repressed
GC and MT1G expressions at less than 0.01-fold

were suggested in 70% of cases and 97%, respec-
tively. On 17p13, downregulations of SERPINF2
were suggested in 84% of cases at 0.10-fold
(o0.01–0.65) and TP53 in 88% at 0.01 (o0.01–
0.47) (Table 2).
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Figure 1 Positional expression profiling on chromosomes 4q, 8p, 16q and 17p in hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines and tumors.
Relative expression levels as fold reductions determined for each transcript by microarray analysis on 20 hepatocellular carcinoma cell
lines and 20 tumors were plotted along physical map location of each cDNA clone. Candidate genes that showed marked
downregulations in more than 50% of both primary tumors and cell lines were highlighted by bracket. The smallest overlapping region of
common losses was indicated as green bar next to the ideogram of each chromosome arm.

Table 2 Validation of candidate genes on hepatocellular carcinoma tumors and cell lines

Chrom.
arm

SOR Genes, symbol Location Expression ratio

Array (median, quartile) qRT-PCRa (median, quartile)

4q 4q12–q13 Vitamin D binding protein, GC 4q13.3 0.17 (0.06–0.45) o0.01 (o0.01–1.06)
4q31–q35 Fibrinogen gamma peptide, FGG 4q31.3 0.04 (0.01–0.09) 0.50 (o0.01–3.57)

8p 8p21–p22 Fibrinogen-like 1, FGL1 8p22 0.10 (0.05–0.40) 0.68 (o0.01–14.36)
Deleted in liver cancer 1, DLC1b 8p22 0.88 (0.71–1.00) 11.78 (0.83–28.57)

16q 16q12.1–q23.1 Metallothionein 1G, MT1G 16q12.2 0.27 (0.14–0.42) o0.01 (o0.01–0.02)
E-cadherin, CDH1b 16q22.1 1.03 (0.89–1.61) 1.64 (0.17–12.56)

17p 17p13 Alpha-2-plasmin inhibitor,
SERPINF2

17p13.3 0.16 (0.10–0.33) 0.10 (o0.01–0.65)

Tumor protein p53, TP53b 17p13.1 1.22 (1.04–1.53) 0.01 (o0.01–0.47)

a
qRT-PCR validations included 20 cell lines and 12 primary tumors that were subjected to microarray analysis.

b
Known TSG located within region of frequent allelic losses found in HCC.
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Investigation in Primary Hepatocellular Carcinoma

The mRNA expression levels of FGG, GC, FGL1,
MT1G and SERPINF2 were further examined in
primary HCC tumors and adjacent nontumorous
livers by qRT-PCR. In 30 cases examined, down-
regulation of MT1G expression was most prominent
with more than100-fold reductions indicated in
63% of tumors (P¼ 0.0001) (Table 3). A significant
reduction of FGG, FGL1 and SERPINF2 in tumors
was also suggested (Table 3). Statistical analysis of
GC, FGG, FGL1, MT1G and SERPINF2 expressions
between early (T1/2) and advanced (T3/T4) tumor
stages did not suggest differences with disease
progression (P40.05) In our series of hepatocellular
carcinoma studied, five cases arose from a noncir-
rhotic background. The adjacent nontumorous liver
of these five noncirrhotic tumors demonstrated
expressions of FGG and FGL1 similar to that found
in normal livers. For GC, MT1G and SERPINF2, on
the other hand, a downregulation of these genes was
suggested. Nevertheless, the median expressions of
all tested genes were comparable between the
cirrhotic and noncirrhotic hepatocellular carcinoma
tumors.

Discussion

In the present microarray study, early passages and
established hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines have
been utilized as a homogenous source of malignant
hepatocytes to elucidate for differentially expressed
transcripts in hepatocellular carcinoma. Results
derived were further evaluated against genes deter-
mined from primary tumors, which indicated 35
candidates to be commonly downregulated in both
cell lines and tumors. As diminutions on 4q12–q23,
4q31–q35, 8p21–p22, 16q12.1–q23.1 and 17p13
have been suggested in the early neoplastic changes
of hepatocellular carcinoma,9,28–30 it was interesting
to note that five consistently downregulated genes,
FGG, GC, FGL1, MT1G and SERPINF2, were
consistently downregulated in these characteristic
regions of allelic losses. Parallel analysis by com-
parative genomic hybridization on the 20 hepato-
cellular carcinoma cell lines studied indicated a
high concordance of regional loss and downregula-
tions of FGG, GC and FGL1, while downregulations

of MT1G and SERPINF2 were more frequent than
cell lines harboring chromosomal losses. This dis-
crepancy may be explained by the presence of other
inactivation mechanisms, such as hypermethylation
at the promoter region, that play a role in the control
of gene expressions. Moreover, our group has
recently shown that the downregulation of a novel
gene ACP5 on chromosome 19p13 was associated
with chromosomal breakage, which might represent
an alternate inactivation mechanism.25 From our
array analysis, a reduced expression of the prolifer-
ating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) gene was sug-
gested in both hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines
and tumors, which would seem contrary to a recent
study conducted by Chen et al.31 One possible
explanation for this discrepancy would be the cDNA
clone (IMAGE clone: 415202) representing the
PCNA gene on the Ontario array has an almost
90% sequence homology to a region located on
chromosome X. The hybridization signal may there-
fore be one of the false positive errors that are
commonly found in microarray studies. Neverthe-
less, in line with our findings, downregulations of
FGG, FGL1, SERPINF2 and MT1G were also ob-
served in the hepatocellular carcinoma tumor
relative to the nontumorous liver in the Chen et al
study.32

According to qPCR, the expression levels of FGG,
GC, FGL1, MT1G and SERPINF2 were similar in
early and advanced stages hepatocellular carcino-
ma. This might in turn suggest that the inactivation
of these genes occurred early in the tumor develop-
ment and have been maintained through progres-
sion. Moreover, FGL1 was more profoundly
repressed than another tumor-suppressor gene
DLC1 located on the same 8p22 region. This was
also found for MT1G and SERPINF2, which dis-
played more repressed expressions than well-
known tumor-suppressor genes CDH1 and TP53
within the same physical location. Our finding may
hence potentially underline a value for these novel
candidates in hepatocellular carcinoma develop-
ment.

Allelic losses on 4q are common in hepatocellular
carcinoma, although targeted genes in the smallest
overlapping regions have not been suggested. In this
study, we report on the novel finding of repressed
FGG (on 4q31.3) expressions in hepatocellular

Table 3 Expression of array-derived candidate genes in primary hepatocellular carcinoma

SOR Genes, symbol Ratio of tumor to paired adjacent liver

Percentage cases (%) Median (quartiles) P-value

4q12–q13 Vitamin D binding Protein, GC 20 0.12 (0.25–0.86) 0.125
4q31–q35 Fibrinogen gamma peptide, FGG 30 0.19 (0.02–0.32) 0.0098
8p21–p22 Fibrinogen like 1, FGL1 23 0.10 (0.08–0.63) 0.0156
16q12.1–q23.1 Metallothionein 1G, MT1G 63 0.01 (0.00–0.16) 0.0001
17p13 Alpha-2-plasmin inhibitor, SERPINF2 33 0.28 (0.09–0.40) 0.0034
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carcinoma tumors, despite this protein is primarily
synthesized in the liver.33 A downregulation of FGG
was found in 95% of cases compared to normal
livers (Table 2), although in comparison to their
adjacent nontumorous cirrhotic livers significant
reduction was suggested in only 30% (Table 3). This
observation was also noted for other candidate genes
examined (Tables 2 and 3). Our findings may
therefore be interpreted as aberrant gene expressions
are also present in the adjacent putative premalig-
nant cirrhotic liver, and may have constituted to the
early tumor development. Deposition of fibrin(ogen)
into the extracellular matrix serves as a scaffold to
support adhesion, binding to growth factors and
facilitates migration during angiogenesis.34 Early
cirrhotic hepatocellular carcinoma nodules are
always surrounded by a sheath of fibrotic tissue
deposited during the course of chronic infection.
The early loss of the FGG in a cirrhotic liver could
have modulated the outgrowth of early hepatocel-
lular carcinoma by reducing the integrity of extra-
cellular matrix, and promoted cell growth by
increasing the elasticity of matrix structure. Besides
an important element in blood coagulation, FGG is
also a structural component of fibrinogen E-frag-
ment. Studies on endothethial cells have demon-
strated fibrinogen E-fragment as a potent inhibitor of
angiogenesis that can inhibit cell migration and
tubule formation induced from strong proangiogenic
factors such as VEGF and bFGF.35 This inhibition is
believed to have occurred through the binding of
fibrinogen E-fragment at postreceptor locus that is
common to both VEGF and bFGF.35 It is therefore
plausible that the loss of the FGG chain could lead
to structural alterations of fibrinogen E-fragment
resulting in lost or reduced binding inhibition on
the growth factors related angiogenesis activity and
consequently early tumor growth.

In the context of extracellular matrix, it was also
particularly interesting to have identified common
downregulations of SERPINF2 (also known as
alpha-2-anti-plasmin). SERPINF2 is the major in-
hibitor of the proteolytic enzyme plasmin that
digests fibrins.36,37 The plasmin activation system
is known to play a key role in extracellular matrix
degradation.38 The reduced expressions of SER-
PINF2 might lead to an increased level of activated
plasmin, which could impair the stabilization of
fibrin bundle and in turn the integrity of liver
extracellular matrix. In addition, FGL1 (also named
as LFIRE-1/HFREP-1) is also a member of the
fibrinogen superfamily39 and a liver-specific gene
that is frequently downregulated in hepatocellular
carcinoma at both the mRNA and protein levels.40

Upon restoration of exogenous wild-type FGL1
expression in hepatocellular carcinoma, functional
examinations have indicated an inhibitory effect of
FGL1 on cell proliferation, anchorage-dependent or
independent growth in vitro, and suppression of
tumorigenicity in athymic nude mice.40 Besides
displaying tumor-suppressive characteristics, since

downregulations of FGL1 expression in hepato
cellular carcinoma is frequently association with
8p allelic losses, it has been further implicated as a
tumor-suppressor gene on 8p.40

Previous microarray studies have showed that
several isoforms of metallothionein such as
MT1A and MT1F are frequently downregulated in
hepatocellular carcinoma compared to nontumorous
livers.41–43 However, none of these studies has
attempted validation analysis. In this study, our
array finding concurred with qRT-PCR verifications,
which also indicated the repressions of MT1G
corresponded to the highest incidence (63%) and
magnitude in hepatocellular carcinoma tumors
relative to their adjacent nonmalignant liver tissue
(P¼ 0.0001) (Table 3).

In conclusion, utilizing microarray technology as
a tool, we have successfully identified a number of
candidate genes throughout the hepatocellular car-
cinoma genome and within the deletion hotspots.
As number of genes found including SERPINF2,
FGG, Decorin, Vitronectin (Table 1) are structural
components of the extracellular matrix, we postulate
that common downregulations of these targets may
perturb the integrity or maintenance of extracellular
matrix. Indeed, breakdown of the extracellular
matrix is contributory to cancer developments.44

Moreover, extracellular matrix also serves as a
reservoir of growth factors that can modulate cell
morphology and proliferation.44,45 Thus, deregula-
tion of extracellular matrix components may have
adverse effects on homeostasis, which consequently
enhances local tumor cells growth and promotes
hepatocellular carcinoma formation.
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